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Background & Objectives

§ SAP Ariba releases a number of innovations on Quarterly basis across the Ariba Solution Portfolio

§ In most cases, Ariba Customers are not able to keep track of these releases or understand which of these 

new innovations might be useful for addressing their current pain points

§ The objective of this session is to provide a brief synopsis of the Ariba innovations on a quarterly basis to 

help Ariba Customers keep up to date with the new features & functionalities released by SAP Ariba

§ In this session we will provide a summary of these features at a high level and deep dive into few key 

features only. If there is any specific feature that you are interested in deep diving, please reach out to your 

respective CEE/CSP’s for the same
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Jennifer Zhou

Catherine Leung

Jordan Chen
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Annabel Xie

Fanny Chan

SAP Customer Success & Service (CSS) 客户成功与
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Feature Releases

Features Description

Feature is available in

Enabling this 
featureSAP Ariba 

Sourcing

SAP 
Ariba 

Contra
cts

SAP 
Ariba 
SIPM

SAP 
Ariba 
SLP

SAP 
Ariba 
Suppli

er 
Risk 

SAP Ariba 
Strategic 
Sourcing 

Suite

Sourcing

Enhanced pagination support in 
bid analysis [OPT-3168]

Enhanced pagination support in bid analysis enables buyers 
using the classic SAP Ariba Sourcing user interface or 
guided sourcing to:
• View and select items and suppliers at the parent and child 
levels
• Dynamically paginate the items in the Items table at the 
parent and child levels

✔ ✔ Automatically On

Bid analysis support for envelope 
bidding events [OPT-3700]

This feature introduces support for bid analysis functionality in 
envelope bidding events. Bid analysis is supported in the classic 
SAP Ariba Sourcing user interface and the guided sourcing user 
interface and enables buyers to perform bid analysis tasks for RFP 
events that are in the pending selection, awarded, or completed 
state.

✔ ✔ Automatically On

Creating sourcing requests in 
guided sourcing [SS-29103]

This feature provides the ability to create sourcing requests in the 
guided sourcing user interface.

✔ ✔ Automatically On
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Feature Releases

Features Description

Feature is available in

Enabling this 
featureSAP Ariba 

Sourcing

SAP 
Ariba 

Contract
s

SAP 
Ariba 
SIPM

SAP 
Ariba 
SLP

SAP 
Ariba 

Supplie
r Risk 

SAP Ariba 
Strategic 
Sourcing 

Suite

Sourcing

Enhancements to the Message 
Board capability in guided sourcing 
[SS-32884]

This feature introduces enhancements to the messaging 
capabilities in guided sourcing such as setting recipients for user-
created messages, activating or deactivating the creation of ad 
hoc messages based on specific events and their statuses, and 
hiding message contents in the email notifications.
In full projects, buyer users can copy attachments from the 
message board to specific projects or subprojects. Unzipping the 
message attachments from the project message board to the full 
project area is also now possible.

✔
✔ Automatically On

English forward auctions in 
guided sourcing [SS-32886]

This feature enables guided sourcing users to create, monitor, and 
award English forward auctions. Users can initiate forward 
auctions to sell goods to buyers offering the highest price. Users 
can also initiate forward auctions with bid transformation to add 
cost terms (not disclosed to participants) to participant bids.

✔
✔

Automatically On

Support for Dutch forward 
auctions in guided sourcing [SS-
32890]

This feature adds support for Dutch forward auctions in the guided 
sourcing interface. A new Dutch forward auction template for 
guided sourcing is introduced to support Dutch forward auctions.

✔ ✔ Automatically On

Make items read-only for event 
participants in guided sourcing 
[SSR-4170]

This feature allows you to make an item that has already been 
quoted for by suppliers read-only so that suppliers cannot change 
the quoted price.

✔ ✔
Automatically On
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Feature at a Glance Enhancements to the Guided Sourcing Event Award Process 
(DM-16813) (link)

https://support.ariba.com/item/view/204534
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Feature Releases

Features Description

Feature is available in

Enabling this 
featureSAP Ariba 

Sourcing

SAP 
Ariba 

Contra
cts

SAP 
Ariba 
SIPM

SAP 
Ariba 
SLP

SAP 
Ariba 
Suppli

er 
Risk 

SAP Ariba 
Strategic 
Sourcing 

Suite

Sourcing and Contract

Support for replicating purchasing 
organization master data from SAP 
S/4HANA Cloud using SAP Master 
Data Integration [PLMDS-4925]

This feature introduces support for replicating purchasing 
organization master data into SAP Ariba applications from SAP 
S/4HANA Cloud using SAP Master Data Integration. In this release, 
support is available for the PurchasingOrganization v4.0.0 master 
data object.

PurchaseOrg masterdata needs to be loaded separately in ERP and 
Ariba. With MDI this masterdata can be loaded once and all the 
Cloud LoB's will get the data

✔
✔

✔
Automatically On
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Feature Releases

Features Description

Feature is available in

Enabling this 
featureSAP Ariba 

Sourcing

SAP 
Ariba 

Contrac
ts

SAP 
Ariba 
SIPM

SAP 
Ariba 
SLP

SAP 
Ariba 
Suppli
er Risk 

SAP Ariba 
Strategic 
Sourcing 

Suite

Contracts

SAP Ariba Contracts integration with 
Icertis Contract Intelligence for SAP 
Ariba solutions [SC-16239]

Buyers using SAP Ariba Contracts or SAP Ariba Strategic Sourcing 
Suite can choose to integrate their SAP Ariba Contracts instance 
with Icertis Contract Intelligence (ICI) for SAP Ariba solutions to 
leverage the intelligent and flexible contract authoring capabilities 
offered by ICI. The intelligent contract authoring capabilities offered 
by ICI include self-service contract management, rule-based contract 
authoring, dynamic assembly of clauses and documents, and 
advanced negotiation and collaboration features.

✔
✔

Customer 
Configured
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SAP Ariba

Ariba Network

Create 
Sourcing 
Project

Suppliers

Supplier’s 
Respons

e

Award 
Supplier

SAP Ariba and Icertis integration flows 
SAP Endorsed App certified 

SAP Ariba

BA

Sourcing 
Request

Start 
Here 

Create 
Procurement 

Contract 

Contract 
Assembly

Clause and 
Template

Operationalize 
Procurement Contract

ICI 

Redlining Signature*  

Update Contract 
Workspace 

Line Item 
Management 

Approvals

SAP Ariba Buying and 
Invoicing

SAP ERP or SAP 
S/4HANA®

Publish Contract to
SAP Ariba Buying and 

Invoicing

Start 
Here 

Publish Contract to SAP 
ERP or SAP S/4HANA

PublishCreate 
Procurement 
Contract* *

**ICI contract can be created directly from award action or from SAP Ariba contract workspace

*Signature can be configured on the ICI or SAP Ariba side based on preference, business process, and licensing 
alignments 
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SAP Ariba Contracts integration with Icertis Contract Intelligence for SAP Ariba 
solutions SC-16239 

Demo

https://support.ariba.com/item/view/204420
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Feature Releases

Features Description

Feature is available in

Enabling this 
featureSAP Ariba 

Sourcing

SAP 
Ariba 

Contract
s

SAP 
Ariba 
SIPM

SAP 
Ariba 
SLP

SAP 
Ariba 

Supplie
r Risk 

SAP Ariba 
Strategic 
Sourcing 

Suite

Supplier Management

Prepopulate region, category, and 
department values from request or 
registration to process qualification 
[SM-30932]

This feature introduces an enhancement that prepopulates 
commodity, region, and department values in intake forms with 
entries from supplier request or registration. If a supplier has both a 
request and a registration with this data, the registration data is 
used to prepopulate the intake form. Therefore, you no longer have 
to manually select these values in intake forms while creating 
process qualifications for your suppliers. However, if you are 
creating a process qualification for a different matrix combination, 
you must use the dropdown menu to select the desired matrix 
values.

Commodity, region, and department values in intake forms are 
prepopulated based on the following inbuilt rules:
• If both supplier request and supplier 
registration contain identical or different matrix values, the intake 
form is prepopulated with data from supplier registration.
Note: If matrix values from supplier registration are available, they 
always override values from supplier request. For example, if 
supplier registration contains only commodity values and supplier 
request contains commodity, region, and department values, all the 
matrix values from registration (even empty values) override all the 
values of supplier request.
• If a supplier request contains matrix values 
and supplier registration does not, the intake form is prepopulated 
with data from the supplier request.
• If both supplier request and supplier 
registration do not contain any matrix values, the intake form is 
prepopulated with default values provided in the template.

✔ ✔
Customer 
Configured
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Feature Releases

Features Description

Feature is available in

Enabling this 
featureSAP Ariba 

Sourcing

SAP 
Ariba 

Contract
s

SAP 
Ariba 
SIPM

SAP 
Ariba 
SLP

SAP 
Ariba 

Supplie
r Risk 

SAP Ariba 
Strategic 
Sourcing 

Suite

Supplier Management

Support for bidirectional integration 
of supplier data with SAP S/4HANA 
Cloud using SAP Master Data 
Integration (MDI) [SM-31650]

This feature adds support for bidirectional integration of supplier 
data between SAP Ariba applications and SAP S/4HANA Cloud 
using SAP Master Data Integration (MDI).  Now, you can also 
replicate suppliers created in SAP Ariba Applications to SAP 
S/4HANA Cloud. Previously, only unidirectional synchronization 
from SAP S/4HANA Cloud to SAP Ariba applications was 
supported.

✔ ✔ Customer 
Configured

Default content for supplier request 
and registration questionnaires 
[SM-31777]

This feature adds default content to the questionnaire survey 
documents in internal and external supplier requests and supplier 
registration project templates on new customer sites.  Enables users 
to leverage the default content, which includes required questions 
and reflects integration best practices.  Allows users to start creating 
projects right away from these templates or customize them to suit 
your needs.

✔ ✔ Automatically 
On

Default country/region-specific tax ID 
field data for Tax questions [SM-34629]

This feature adds default country/region-specific tax field data with 
sample values that defines the tax ID fields that are available in Tax 
questions for the selected country/region, as well as their field 
mappings and validation patterns. You can edit this sample data to 
meet the requirements of an integrated ERP system and ensure that 
the tax information you collect from suppliers is valid. Previously, 
since no default data was provided, it was necessary to create it 
entirely from scratch.

✔ ✔ Automatically 
On

Deletion of integration messages 
after a retention period [SM-34066]

This feature introduces a retention period after which integration 
messages in inbound and outbound queues are automatically 
deleted. The retention period is 365 days for production sites and 
180 days for test sites from the message creation timestamp in SAP 
Ariba.

✔ ✔ Automatically 
On
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Feature Releases

Features Description

Feature is available in

Enabling this 
featureSAP Ariba 

Sourcing

SAP 
Ariba 

Contract
s

SAP 
Ariba 
SIPM

SAP 
Ariba 
SLP

SAP 
Ariba 

Supplie
r Risk 

SAP Ariba 
Strategic 
Sourcing 

Suite

Supplier Management

Default supplier duplicate checks 
using Tax answers [SM-33625]

This feature introduces the ability to use Tax answers in default 
duplicate checks during the internal supplier request creation and 
approval process.  Default duplicate check now compares Tax 
answers in the supplier request to tax IDs added in other supplier 
requests, through supplier data import or replication from an 
integrated ERP system, or in supplier registration questionnaires.  
Since tax IDs are often unique identifiers for suppliers, including 
them in default duplicate checks against multiple sources for 
supplier tax data in your site increases their effectiveness in 
preventing the creation of duplicate suppliers.

✔ ✔ Automatically On

Support for repeatable sections in 
internal questionnaires and 
repeatable section enhancements 
[SM-33647]

This feature adds support for repeatable sections in internal 
questionnaires, including external questionnaires answered by 
internal recipients in workflows such as internal registrations. 
Previously, repeatable sections were only supported in external 
questionnaires answered by suppliers on Ariba Network.  It also 
adds the ability to compare answers in repeatable sections during 
version comparison of both internal and external questionnaires.

✔ ✔ Automatically On

Improvements to internal 
questionnaires with visibility 
conditions [SM-33967]

This feature changes the way visibility conditions are evaluated in 
internal questionnaires.

✔ ✔ Customer 
Configured

Ability to export and review supplier 
details before running template 
upgrade [SM-32437]

This feature provides an option to export and download eligible 
supplier and project details before running template upgrade.

✔ ✔ Automatically 
On
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Feature at a Glance Default Supplier Duplicate Checks Using Tax Answers (SM-33625) 
(Link)

https://support.ariba.com/item/view/204546
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Feature Releases

Features Description

Feature is available in

Enabling this 
featureSAP Ariba 

Sourcing

SAP 
Ariba 

Contract
s

SAP 
Ariba 
SIPM

SAP 
Ariba 
SLP

SAP 
Ariba 

Supplie
r Risk 

SAP Ariba 
Strategic 
Sourcing 

Suite

Supplier Risk

Engagement scores in risk 
exposure[ARI-16372]

The inherent risk and residual risk in control-based engagement risk 
assessment projects are now contributing factors to the risk 
exposure, providing a better view of the total risk associated with 
doing business with a supplier.

✔ Automatically 
On

Additional custom fields for 
supplier risk data [ARI-16778]

The 15 custom fields limit for risk exposure configuration has been 
changed to allow 300 custom fields across all risk categories. The 
custom fields can now contribute to the risk exposure, or they can 
be displayed as information only and not contribute to the risk 
exposure. Adding additional custom fields and providing flexibility 
allows customers to bring in a variety of data across the risk 
categories for monitoring suppliers.

✔ Automatically 
On

Create Findings within Supplier Risk 
[ARI-16846]

This feature introduces the ability to create findings from within 
Supplier Risk.  Users can create general findings, or findings 
specific to engagements, controls, or services.

✔ Customer 
Configured
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Feature Releases

Features Description

Feature is available in

Enabling this 
featureSAP Ariba 

Sourcing

SAP 
Ariba 

Contract
s

SAP 
Ariba 
SIPM

SAP 
Ariba 
SLP

SAP 
Ariba 

Supplie
r Risk 

SAP Ariba 
Strategic 
Sourcing 

Suite

Supplier Risk

Enhanced status information for 
assessments and risk controls [ARI-
17416]

This feature changes the risk controls area of the engagement 
page, and the control review or control details page, to display both 
control status and review decision consistently.  Previously, these 
pages did not always show both values.  It also includes a technical 
change to ensure consistent assessment status across the user 
interface, and to derive control status each time it is needed for 
these pages or the Risk Control Summary report.

✔
Customer 
Configured

Remove country/region risk as a 
contributing factor to risk exposure 
[ARI-17547]

You can now remove country/region risk from the risk exposure for 
your suppliers. Over the past 2 years, the World Economic Forum 
(WEF) has paused the Global Competitiveness Index that is used 
by SAP Ariba Supplier Risk to calculate the country/region risk 
exposure. Refer to the various WEF reports in the supplier 360°
enriched corporate information for the change policy beginning in 
2020 due to the pandemic.

✔
Customer 
Configured

Risk exposure calculation 
improvements [ARI-18100]

The risk exposure calculation has been updated to be more intuitive 
and responsive. It distributes the risk exposure more evenly 
throughout the 1–100 range, manages missing data in a way that 
doesn’t cause the exposure to fluctuate unpredictably, and provides 
a default risk exposure calculation that you can adjust or reconfigure 
to your preferences.

✔ Customer 
Configured
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Feature at a Glance Engagement Scores in Risk Exposure (ARI-16372) (Link)

https://support.ariba.com/item/view/204525
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Feature at a Glance Additional Custom Fields for Supplier Risk Data (ARI-16778) 
(Link)

https://support.ariba.com/item/view/204526
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Time for a quick Survey/Feedback.



Thank you.
Contact information:

Haley Jin haley.jin@sap.com

Sharon Dong sharon.dong@sap.com

Annabel Xie annabel.xie @ sap.com

mailto:haley.jin@sap.com
mailto:haley.jin@sap.com
mailto:sachin.mukund@sap.com
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Feature Releases

Features Description

Feature is available in

Enabling this 
feature

SAP Ariba 
Sourcing

SAP 
Ariba 

Contract
s

SAP 
Ariba 
SIPM

SAP 
Ariba 
SLP

SAP 
Ariba 

Supplie
r Risk 

SAP Ariba 
Strategic 
Sourcing 

Suite

Strategic Sourcing for Industries

Ability to cancel RFQs in the SAP 
S/4HANA Central sourcing with SAP 
Ariba Sourcing and S/4HANA 
Sourcing with SAP Ariba Sourcing 
integration scenarios [DMS-10347]

As part of the SAP S/4HANA Central sourcing with SAP Ariba 
Sourcing (4QN) and S/4HANA Sourcing with SAP Ariba Sourcing 
(4BL) integration scenarios, this feature gives buyers the ability to 
cancel RFQs and Central RFQs in SAP S/4HANA or SAP S/4HANA 
Cloud. The cancellation leads to the deletion of the associated 
Sourcing Request in SAP Ariba Sourcing.

✔ ✔
Automatically 
On

Ability to add product sourcing 
items to full projects in guided 
sourcing [DMS-16675]

This feature gives buyers the ability to create full sourcing projects in 
guided sourcing directly from the Product Sourcing dashboard. 
Buyers can choose the BOMs and materials for which they want to 
collect pricing and then add them to the event document within the 
full sourcing project in guided sourcing.

✔ ✔
Customer 
Configured

Enhancements to the guided 
sourcing event award process 
[DMS-16813]

This feature introduces multiple enhancements to the guided 
sourcing event award process, including the ability to send draft 
award scenarios to external ERP systems, create follow-on 
documents from an awarded scenario if no follow-on documents 
were previously created, and create or resend follow-on documents 
from an awarded scenario multiple times.

✔ ✔
Automatically On
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Feature Releases

Features Description

Feature is available in

Enabling this 
feature

SAP Ariba 
Sourcing

SAP 
Ariba 

Contract
s

SAP 
Ariba 
SIPM

SAP 
Ariba 
SLP

SAP 
Ariba 

Supplier 
Risk 

SAP Ariba 
Strategic 
Sourcing 

Suite

Strategic Sourcing for Industries

SAP Task Center integration with 
SAP Ariba Sourcing [DMS-17979]

You can enable SAP Task Center for SAP Ariba Sourcing in the SAP S/4HANA Cloud 
4BL and 4QN integration scenarios.

✔
✔ Support Request

Support for using European Single 
Procurement Document (ESPD) in 
public sector events [ET-7]

This feature enables buyers in EU public sector to add the European Single 
Procurement Document (ESPD) to sourcing events for collecting responses to ESPD 
from suppliers participating in public sector events. Suppliers can export the responses 
as an XML file and choose to import the file to ESPD services. Similarly, suppliers can 
also import the XML file of a previous response into the event.

✔
✔ Automatically 

On

Support for publishing public 
procurement notices on the Tender 
Electronic Daily (TED) portal [ET-9]

This feature enables buyer administrators to associate the public procurement notices 
with a public sector event template. Buyers can enter procurement details in the notices 
attached to the event and publish the notices on the Tender Electronic Daily (TED) 
portal. Suppliers can view the notices on the portal and the related event details on an 
unrestricted access page. Interested suppliers can invite themselves to participate in 
the event after registering on Ariba Discovery.

✔ ✔ Support Request
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